CSU-Carig hosts University Meet 2014

“Pwedeng-pwede ulit kami mag-host next year,” Dr. Archimedes C. Articulo, campus executive officer of Carig Campus, proudly emphasized in his welcome address.

Cagayan State University, Carig Campus was once again hailed as the campus host of the 2014 University Meet, Nov. 17-19.

The biggest campus in terms of student population housed the delegates from other seven campuses: Andrews, Lal-lo, Lasam, Sanchez Mira, Aparri, Piat, and Gonzaga. With occasion’s theme, CSU: One Vision, One Roadmap and One Response through Sports and Socio cultural Activities, CEO Articulo stressed that this is the best way to strengthen the bond of the students, faculty members, and officials among the different campuses.

All faculty members, delegates, students, visitors and the honorable guest speaker, Dr. Urduja A. Tejada filled the Red Eagle Gymnasium and started supporting their CEOs while delivering their most friendly trash talks.

“Love you the mighty warrior Carig, the unbeatable formidable fierce and brave Red Eagle.”

“We are strong and mighty.”

“We are strong and mighty.”

“CSU Lea-k campus will shine this year has university meet that soar high in glory and honor. Bounce yourselves and make your hosts the stronger mighty and just-flying animals.”

Powerhouse of athletes and delegates. We are strong, and undaunted and wise. We will not tell you how to run but we will show you. We are going to hunt you down.”

“We maybe small creatures but mini-syon, we fly high. Giving our mighty dust, that captures our opponent. Addi-in sa wala isabog sa pagganap.”

“We are the strongest contingent.”
**CSU-Lasam seizes Cheerdance Championship Award**

The crowd yelled an unending deafening cheer after Lasam Campus was proclaimed champion in the recently concluded cheer dance competition which is a part of the 2014 University Meet celebration that was participated by the eight satellite campuses of Cagayan State University on November 16, 2014.

Each participating campus namely Andrews, Carig, Aparri, Gonzaga, Lalilo, Sanchez Mira, Plat and the winning campus showed off their perfectly endured dance steps, incomparably amazing choreography, and simply breath-taking stunts; however, as was unanimously conceded upon by the board of judges, Aparri and Carig campus emerged 2nd runner-up and 1st runner-up respectively.

The judges of the said competition were Mr. Manuel Cacatan, Mr. Victor Lantin and Ms. Leila Tuppill.

The CSU Lasam Sparrows, wowed the crowd as they worked their way into stealing the title with their ninja-like moves.

**Director Tejada Highlights CSU-DOST Partnership**

Dr. Urdiua A. Tejada, Department of Science and Technology (DOST) Regional Director and 2014 University Meet’s Guest of Honor, highlighted the significance of Cagayan State University (CSU) and DOST partnership through exposing recent and remarkable developments of certain innovations and projects.

“Slowly but surely, the CSU has already harmonized its research and development programs,” said Dr. Tejada.

She emphasized the program of the Food Innovation Center located at CSU Carig. The installation of some tested heavy-duty food processing equipment, as she reported, is an evidence of the development of the said program.

She also encouraged researchers to have their research studies be copyrighted before they are presented in any form of conference.

She further talked about the fabrication program and the potential of CSU to be accredited by other institution on Regional Training Center for fabricating tools.

This year, the DOST continues its support to CSU to improve productivity in all commodities which we earlier agreed to prioritize,” she further noted.
CSU-Carig, All Set for 2014 University Meet

With the theme ‘CSU: One Vision, One Road Map, and One Response through Sports and Socio-Cultural Activities’, the preparation of CSU-Carig-host campus for university meet 2014 was in high gear and the organizing committee, which was spearheaded by the Campus Executive Officer, Dr. Archimedes C. Articulo, did not leave any stone unturned to make University Meet 2014 a tangible success.

According to Emmanuel Sonera, student delegate of Gonzaga Campus, Carig as the host campus has now improved fences and advanced facilities that made it distinct from other campuses, and made the campus more ready to house big event like this.

“The unpredictable rain fall has undoubtedly made the playground half dirty, yet, undeniably, Carig really has something to brag,” said Marvin Ramirez, delegate from Piat Campus.

Jaime Dela Rosa, Aparri Campus’ student, first timer in Carig, was impressed and thankful for Carig’s warm welcome for players like him.

“To serve the entire CSU community is a fulfillment, and confidently we are all prepared for the University meet. We guarantee everyone that we will have a smooth transition for the 3-day university meet,” said Dr. Chita Ramos, University Socio-Cultural Director.
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